
Multiple modules from the same CSV
Posted by mickhartley2000 - 2014/10/30 15:23
_____________________________________

Hey,

Apologies in advance if this is a dumb question, I'm not really all that useful with things like this but certainly can see this
being a very useful plugin for my needs. Essentially though I'm wondering if I can get away with using 1 CSV rather than
having multiple (to save me updating multiple).

I have a bunch of columns with varying data, including a column that says for e.g. 'fruit'. Then in my rows of data I have
multiple instances of various fruits as well as multiple instances of the same fruit, because another column is type:


fruit,type
apple,granny smith
apple,golden delicious
orange,jaffa
pear,seckel


I'd like to display on a fruit page (all fruits), and then on individual types of fruit pages, only apples, only oranges etc.

How would I use the Joomla module to display only one particular type of fruit after reading the data from my CSV in 1
particular column.

I hope I've explained this well enough.

Many thanks in advance.
Mick

============================================================================

Re:Multiple modules from the same CSV
Posted by admin - 2014/10/30 16:00
_____________________________________

Hello,

You can use "CSV -> Filters" parameter section and send fruit which you want to show in request. For example if fruit is
sent in "selected_fruit" request variable, set "CSV -> Filters -> Column name" to fruit value, "CSV -> Filters -> Operator"
to "Equals" and "CSV -> Filters -> Value" to {$REQUEST:selected_fruit} value.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Multiple modules from the same CSV
Posted by mickhartley2000 - 2014/10/30 20:02
_____________________________________

I actually feel dumb for not realising that now! Simple instructions easily followed has made that incredibly easy for a
novice though!

Kind Regards
Mick
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